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hunter-gatherer days of human existence. It divides the evolution of water industry into
four phases. It describes traditional wastewater treatment technologies developed as the
second generation water management option. Crystal ball view of the future of
wastewater treatment technologies is also given, highlighting the novel approaches
currently in the pipe-line.
1. Water Management Systems: A Brief History
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As their intellectual and social capacities advanced over the past hundred thousand
years, hunter-gatherers homo-sapiens expanded across the globe, building on a legacy
of tool making and exploration. During the last ten thousand years, homo-sapiens
became cultivators, thereby allowing a great increase in population to occur. One of the
essential factors in this metamorphosis of hunter-gatherers into cultivators was the
management of water supply through storage and distribution (Chanan & Simmons,
2002). In essence, unlike hunter-gatherer days, water was brought to the place of
occupation rather than the community moving to reliable water supplies. The drive for
water security has grown from there and has become a significant component of human
endeavor. Table 1 provides a broad pattern of human water access and use.

Time
Period
years ago
10,000+
10,0007,000
7,0001,500

1,500200
200-100
100-0
0-50

Type of
Community

Example of
location

Huntergatherer
Agricultural
City States

Mesopotamia
Indus Valley

Agricultural
Empires

Greece,
Rome

Agricultural
Protected

Medieval
Europe

Industrial

Europe

Industrial

Worldwide

Managerial

Worldwide

Worldwide

Pattern

Community moved to water

Water brought (carried) to the
community
Water brought to the community
by engineered structures from
remote sources

Water collected and stored on site
Large collection and distribution
systems
Development of large dams –
centralised systems
Total Water Cycle Management
Soft Path for water

Table 1: Broad patterns of community water access and disposal
The earliest civilisations, such as in the Indus Valley which flourished 4,000 years ago,
showed a sophisticated appreciation of water-related health needs (Edwards, 2000).
Domestic water supply in these ancient civilisations appeared to be obtained from wells
and was simply carried to wherever it was needed. In ancient Egypt for instance, the
purest water for consumption was obtained from wells, whereas the Nile River provided
water for irrigation (P&M Magazine, 1989). Similarly ancient Jerusalem relied upon
underground springs, streams, tunnels and cisterns. This was more reliable than rainfall
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and offered safety from enemy destruction. The first sewerage systems in Japan were
built during the Yayoi Period, approximately 2,200 years ago (Japan Sewage Works
Association, 2002).
The earliest water management systems were developed to cater for contemporary small
settlements, relying on locally suitable water supply sources and were decentralised in
nature.
1.1 Greco-Roman Influence on Water Management
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The Greek and Roman civilisations (Chanan & Simmons, 2002) achieved the next level
of urban water management. Until then, cities and towns were largely constructed
adjacent to rivers and streams, to ensure a continuum of water supply and waste
transport. The security of the Roman political system, in particular, allowed for the
development of water transport systems from remote sources. With the formation of
new centres, and the expansion of existing ones, new supplies had to be identified,
captured, transported and stored (Landels, 1998; cited in Chanan & Simmons, 2002).
Figure 1 shows an aqueduct built during the Roman Empire at Nimes, France. Similar
aqueducts were built across Europe to transport water over long distances.
Water management and technology, however, declined in Europe after the fall of the
Roman Empire. Political and military insecurity and insufficient state wealth meant that
the building of large-scale water supply and sewerage schemes was not attempted in
Europe, and dependence on decentralised options continued until the 18th century.
1.2 Water Supply and the Industrial Revolution

Figure 1: Roman Aqueduct, Nimes, France
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The Industrial Revolution saw significant growth in wealth, population, scientific
knowledge and technology; and the size of cities grew rapidly. The large amount of
water needed and the sewage generated, as well as the increased stormwater from vast
urban areas, needed a new management approach.
Technical advancements resulting from the Industrial Revolution removed some
barriers to urban water infrastructure development. By the end of the 18th century, all
major northern European cities had built, or were building new systems to distribute
water and evacuate liquid wastes (Reid, 1991). The realisation that many diseases, such
as cholera, were passed on by contaminated water was primarily behind the
development of this “big pipe engineering approach” - for bringing drinking water into
the city and for removing wastewater and stormwater from the city. Big pipe
engineering became the standard water management technique (Newman, 2007).
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A metaphor for this stage in water management is the First Generation – it began to
formalise water infrastructure, but human and environmental health were still seriously
challenged by the waste products of growing cities (Davis, 2008)
1.3 Water Engineering in the 20th Century
According to Chanan & Simmons (2002), the 20th century could best be described as the
century of applying big engineering solutions to water management. During this period,
extensive networks of canals, dams and reservoirs were designed and constructed
worldwide. Since 1950, the number of large dams (15 metres or taller) has grown from
5,000 to about 45,000. More than 85 per cent of those were built in the last 35 years
(World Commission on Dams, 2000).
The resulting centralised system that has now been inherited is based on sourcing large
quantities of water from one location (often a different catchment), adding a number of
nutrients to it during its once-only use, and finally disposing the waste stream at another
point location. Such a system not only results in receiving waters becoming more
polluted, it also causes water sources to become scarce and nutrients such as nitrogen
and phosphorus to be diluted and removed from where they could potentially be reused
(Livingstone et al, 2004).
Returning to the generation metaphor – this was the Second Generation of water
management. The Second Generation lasted till late 20th century, consequently water
and wastewater technologies developed during this phase are predominant throughout
the world. These technologies are now commonly referred to as the ‘conventional’
techniques.
2. Conventional Sewage Treatment Techniques
Treatment of sewage is required to protect both public health and that of the receiving
water or user. A treatment system has to remove suspended material, dissolved organic
material, pathogens and, sometimes, dissolved inorganic material.
There are basically two types of wastewater treatment processes, (a) unit operations
where physical processes dominate the removal of contaminants e.g. screening,
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sedimentation, filtration, etc., and (b) unit processes where removal or conversion of
contaminants takes place either by addition of chemicals or by biological action e.g.
biological breakdown, disinfection etc. Preliminary treatment (e.g. screens and grit
chambers) removes most of the coarse and heavy inorganic (typically garbage and grit)
and organic solids (coarse food particles), whereas a large fraction of total suspended
solids and a fair proportion of the organic matter in suspended solids can be removed by
gravity in a primary sedimentation tank. The biodegradable organics (mainly in
dissolved form, but also as fine particles) are removed in some sort of biological reactor.
Since feeding bacteria with degradable material results in a net growth of bacterial
biomass, it is common for a secondary clarifier tank to separate the biomass. Polishing
to remove fine particles and disinfection are typically carried out in filtration and
chlorination or UV disinfection reactors respectively.
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As outlined in Figure 2, a typical conventional treatment plant consists of a train of
individual unit processes set in a series, with the effluent of one process becomes the
influent of the next inline process. The sewage treatment processes can be classified as
four groups: preliminary treatment, primary treatment, secondary treatment and tertiary
treatment. The treatment level is subjective, meaning that there is no quantitative value
which defines the effluent standards for each level of treatment. For example, a
particular primary treatment method may produce effluent comparable to a secondary
treatment of another method. While this classification was useful in older style
treatment plants, it has less utility today, when there are a wider variety of processes,
used in different combinations, and especially when more natural approaches are used,
which rely on the same fundamental mechanisms, but which are also combined in
different ways. Conventional wastewater treatment is further discussed in Chapter 9 and
11.

Figure 2: Process diagram of a typical conventional sewage treatment plant

Table 2 shows various treatment classes and some of the units in conventional and
natural treatment systems.
Class/Level
Preliminary Treatment

Primary Treatment

Conventional system
Screens
Grit chamber
Grease trap
Primary sedimentation tanks
Enhanced clarifiers
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Secondary Treatment

Partially aerated ponds

Wetlands
Oxidation ponds
Oxidation ditches
Aerated ponds
Wetlands
Land treatment
UV disinfection
Maturation ponds
Slow sand filter
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Tertiary Treatment

CEPT (chemically enhanced
primary treatment)
Lamella separators
Trickling filter
Rotating biological contactor
Anaerobic filter
Fixed film process
Sequencing batch reactor
Chlorine disinfection
Membrane Filtration
Sand filtration
Ozone treatment
Ion-exchange
Activated carbon adsorption
Membrane process
Chemical oxidation
Granular media filtration
Ultraviolet disinfection

Table 2: Treatment classes and their various optional units
3. Third Generation Wastewater Treatment Systems

Driven by increased environmental awareness amongst the community, water and
wastewater management entered into the Third Generation phase in late 20th Century.
One of the most significant outcomes of this short-lived phase in water management
was the realization that the conventional treatment systems contribute to environmental
degradation by excessive extraction of nonrenewable resources, and through disposal of
by-products/final products of these technologies, such as biosolids and sludge.
Therefore, the Third Generation wastewater treatment techniques were focused on costeffective sustainable approach that often revolved around using natural components
rather than mechanical devices that use energy.
Some useful Third Generation techniques that will also play significant role into the
future of wastewater treatment include:
3.1 Facultative Ponds

Facultative ponds (ones which have a zone of oxygenated water at the surface, but
oxygen-deprived water below) are either primary facultative ponds that receive raw
wastewater or secondary facultative ponds that receive settled wastewater effluent from
anaerobic ponds. They are designed for BOD removal on the basis of a relatively low
surface loading (i.e. the mass of organic pollution applied to the surface area, expressed
as 100-400 kg BOD/ha.d at temperature between 20°C and 25°C) to permit the
development of a healthy algal population. The oxygen for BOD removal by the pond
bacteria is mostly generated by algal photosynthesis (Mara and Pearson, 1998).
Facultative ponds are referred to in different terms such as oxidation ponds, sewage
lagoons and photosynthetic ponds which in the main provide secondary treatment and
effluent polishing. In chapter 12 a comparison of the performance of facultative ponds
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with other types of treatments is given.
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The water layer near the facultative pond surface contains dissolved oxygen owing to
atmospheric reaeration and algal respiration, a condition suitable for aerobic (need
oxygen to respire) and facultative (can respire with or without free oxygen present)
organisms. The sludge deposits at the bottom of the pond support anaerobic (can only
respire when there is no free oxygen present) organisms while the intermediate anoxic
(no free oxygen, but not fully anaerobic either) layer, known as the facultative zone,
ranges from the aerobic layer near the top to the anaerobic layer at the bottom. These
layers may persist for long periods due to temperature-induced water density variations
(US EPA, 2002). Inversions can occur in the spring and autumn when the surface water
layer may have a higher density than layers underneath. This higher density water sinks
during these unstable periods, creating turbidity, and producing objectionable odours
(US EPA, 2002) when anaerobic metabolic products are exposed to the atmosphere.
Facultative ponds are further discussed in Chapter 12.
3.2 Constructed Wetlands

Wetland treatment systems use either natural wetlands or purpose-built ones
(constructed wetlands) for treatment of wastewater. Depending on the level of water,
there are two basic types of constructed wetlands for treatment of wastewater. They are
constructed surface flow (SF) wetlands, and constructed sub-surface flow (SSF)
wetlands.
In surface flow wetlands the substrate bed is densely vegetated and there is a water
column above the surface of the bed. In a sub-surface flow wetland, the substrate bed is
constructed with gravel to provide high void space to allow wastewater loaded onto the
bed to quickly seep through the bed and to always flow below the surface level of the
bed. Treatment of wastewater occurs while flowing through the bed. Through different
arrangement for feeding wastewater into wetlands and collection the effluent, the
wastewater can flow either horizontally or vertically. The wetland is a vertical flow
system or a horizontal flow system depending on whether the flow is predominantly
vertical or predominantly horizontal. Chapter 12 provides further details of these
configurations.
The four major system components of constructed wetlands for treatment of wastewater
are:
•

•

•

Wetland vegetation or macrophytes - play a major role in treatment of wastewater.
The biomass of the plant slows the pathway of wastewater, enhancing the
sedimentation of solids. There is also uptake of some pollutants in wastewater by
these plants.
Media or substrate supporting vegetation- comprising coarse and fine gravel,
physically supports macrophytes in a constructed wetland and also acts as the
principal storage of all biotic and abiotic (non-living) components that exist in a
wetland.
Water column (in or above the media)- pollutants are transported by the water
column above and below the substrate to active biological zones of a wetland
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•

system. It also provides the environment for the biochemical treatment reactions to
occur and to transmit the resultant products such as gases that are formed during
these reactions;
Living organisms - micro- and macro-organisms form a part of wetlands. The
microorganisms attach to the substrate and help assimilate, transform and recycle
chemical constituents that are found in wastewater and aid their removal.

Wetlands are effective in removing biological oxygen demand, suspended solids,
nitrates and phosphates, as well as reducing the concentrations of metals, organics and
pathogens. Removal of pollutants in a constructed treatment wetland can occur in the
following ways:
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• Direct uptake of pollutants by the plants;
• Plants providing large surface area on which microbial degradation occurs;
• Decreasing velocity of flow to allow sedimentation of solids;
• Filtering-out of large particles through root and reed masses;
• Adsorption of nutrients (such as nitrates and phosphates) by soil/substrate media;
• Allowing detention time for natural die-off of pathogens;
• UV radiation and excretion of antibiotics by plants to remove pathogens.
Pollutant removal processes occur by interaction with the wetland vegetation, the water
column, and the wetland substrate. Table 3 sets out details of process types and the
pollutants removed. Processes may be physical, chemical or biological. These are
discussed in more detail in chapter 9 and 12.
Processes
Biological degradation, sedimentation,
microbial uptake
Adsorption, volatilisation, photolysis
and biotic/abiotic degradation
Sedimentation, filtration
Sedimentation,
nitrification/denitrification, microbial
uptake, plant uptake, volatilization
Sedimentation, filtration, adsorption,
plant & microbial uptake
Natural die-off, sedimentation, filtration,
predation, UV degradation, adsorption
Sedimentation, adsorption, plant uptake

Pollutants removed
Organic material
(measured as BOD)
Organic contaminants such as
pesticides
Suspended solids
Nitrogen

Phosphorus
Pathogens

Heavy metals

Table 3: Pollutant removal processes in constructed wetlands (modified from Mitchell,
1996)
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